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2022-10-06 - VIVO Committers Meeting
Date
06 Oct 2022

Call-in Information
Time: 10:00 am, Eastern Time (New York, GMT-04:00)

Join Zoom Meeting
https://lyrasis.zoom.us/j/81398228834?pwd=SE0wdFN3NnFVbEhYVUhuM3BtQmVUQT09

Meeting ID: 813 9822 8834
Passcode: 728426

Attendees
 Indicating note-taker 

 Dragan Ivanovic
Brian Lowe  

 Benjamin Gross
 Georgy Litvinov

Agenda
VIVO release publishing process

https://github.com/chenejac/VIVO-release-publisher
completed
will be tested with 1.14.0

i18n redesign sprint
Sprint - i18n redesigning

The organization of ttl/n3 files and merging VIVO/Vitro-languages into VIVO/Vitro repositories
Re-organization of files 
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/331
https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3769

Reviewing PRs
Vitro

https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pulls 
Dynamic API

SHACL validation - https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/297
Detaching Sparql select and construct - https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/327
Example of CRUD operations - https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/311

to be closed ?
I18n

https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/329
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/330
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/331

linked with https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3769
Other

https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/328
 linked with https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3750

https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/290
linked with https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3691

Old PRs
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/120
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/123
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/124

VIVO
I18n

https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3769
linked with https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/331

Other
https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3750

https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO-languages/pull/112
linked with https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/328

https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3691
linked with https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/290

https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/247
Old PRs

https://lyrasis.zoom.us/j/81398228834?pwd=SE0wdFN3NnFVbEhYVUhuM3BtQmVUQT09
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~dragan.ivanovic
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~brianjlowe
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~mbgross
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~litvinovg
https://github.com/chenejac/VIVO-release-publisher
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/VIVO/Sprint+-+i18n+redesigning
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/VIVO/Re-organization+of+files
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/331
https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3769
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pulls
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/297
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/327
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/311
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/329
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/330
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/331
https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3769
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/328
https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3750
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/290
https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3691
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/120
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/123
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/124
https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3769
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/331
https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3750
https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO-languages/pull/112
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/328
https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3691
https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/290
https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/247
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https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/250
https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/119
https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/101
https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/95
https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/85
https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/67

Notes
Draft notes on Google Drive

Vivo.owl ontology no longer resolvable on . vivoweb.org
Fix needs to go through Lyrasis folks
Where is the vivo.owl file? Probably still on the web server somewhere

VIVO/pull/3775 - malformed tag in js file in i18n redesign
Tag has been messed up for many years

Dragan has finished working on the VIVO release publisher
Will be tested with next release

Planning to reorganize i18n files
Move into primary VIVO and Vitro repos 
One option - add i18n module (directory) and content is the same as currently exists in Vitro-languages repo, but with a slight mod to 
pom.xml
Another option, more similar to the old method
We are hoping that webapp (within i18n dirs) will go away, and all language files end up within the ‘home’ directory.

Michel objected because it was wrong in some instances in French
The plan is make the sentences generic enough that they aren’t problematic in (almost) any languages
Committers response - if it’s important it should be in their own templates, it’s too much work to invest for little benefit for most 

Our .war release does not include 18n files
Dragan may create two pull requests for the i18n re-organization, one with each method.
Georgy: should I create a new pull request for every form I work on?

Dragan: no, it’s too many 
Looking for some review on spanish language submissions

Who can review english canadian? Michel, perhaps? Or somebody else at UQAM?
There are a handful of very old pull requests remaining. 

If anybody has free time, please review and determine if they can be closed

Actions

Previous actions 

 to make a PR for fixing privileges for adding grant collaboratorsDragan Ivanovic
 to make a PR for fixing ordering of instances with multilingual propertiesBrian Lowe

 will investigate the problem of searching instances with multilingual propertiesGeorgy Litvinov
 to help with  by coping space VIVO 1.12.x Documentation to the space VIVO 1.13.x Ralph O'Flinn Preparing Documentation for Release

Documentation (or to grant  permissions to do that)Dragan Ivanovic
 to work on documenting new features for VIVO 1.13.x DocumentationDragan Ivanovic
 to create the third one google form for reporting the testing results, that form should be used for testing new features introduced Dragan Ivanovic

in VIVO 1.13.0
New Features: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/19FMslvvSzg_FK-Wmxg4t7EOP2UDft4FVdQvM4-2IO50/edit?usp=sharing

Everyone to review  and https://docs.google.com/forms/d/13W2vynR6OmavoV2Px_kJ-k-dlQDv3ERWG0PnXX7ekQA/edit?usp=sharing https://doc
s.google.com/forms/d/1dks3b3sJsmM7Q33bwHW_1iVem5VRjg3fqpx8UTFKIfI/edit?usp=sharing

and to review https://docs.google.com/forms/d/19FMslvvSzg_FK-Wmxg4t7EOP2UDft4FVdQvM4-2IO50/edit?usp=sharing
 to work on removing spring dependencies ( )Brian Lowe https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/issues/3686

 to work on PR for merging back a lost fix he noticedGeorgy Litvinov
Everyone to review spreadsheet for defining requirements for JS and CSS framework selection - https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1p-
86FdqQR2SpFIsK5Xa-k6Dgm5ORg6Lrc7eeOEetm8g/edit?usp=sharing

 to review Benjamin Gross https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/251
 to review Dragan Ivanovic https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/251
 to fix the issue with GitHub action Georgy Litvinov https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/269

 to review Ralph O'Flinn https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/269
 to review William Welling https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/269
 to update pom versions in  and Georgy Litvinov https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO-languages/pull/104 https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro-

languages/pull/54
 to review and merge Dragan Ivanovic  and https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO-languages/pull/104 https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro-languages

/pull/54
 to review Georgy Litvinov https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3613
 to review  Dragan Ivanovic https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/240

 to review Brian Lowe https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/240
 to publish Ralph O'Flinn orcid-api-client 0.6.4 and update version of this library at https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/blob/main/api/pom.xml#L62

 to create announcement for the demo meeting and to spread itDragan Ivanovic
 to reorganize code of  and to get rid of enumerations for data types Dragan Ivanovic https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/287
 to investigate organizational (management) aspects of DSpace community and to prepare discussion for the next meeting what Dragan Ivanovic

might be adopted from there (GitHub actions, labels for issues, template for issue, template for PR)
  to review sprint PRs (there should be three PRs)William Welling Georgy Litvinov
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 to review N3Template operation PR ( )Brian Lowe https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/286
 to review/test Georgy Litvinov https://github.com/vivo-project/orcid-api-client/pull/12

 to merge  and publish orcid-api-client 0.6.4Ralph O'Flinn https://github.com/vivo-project/orcid-api-client/pull/12
 to complete Georgy Litvinov https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/251

 to merge , after that  will create a branch for the sprint and move the Ralph O'Flinn https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/3611 Georgy Litvinov
code from his fork to there

 to resolve missing i18n directory issue in VIVO 1.12.2 releaseRalph O'Flinn
 to work on specification for Dynamic API,  to help Georgy on requestGeorgy Litvinov Dragan Ivanovic

 to resolve missing i18n directory issue in VIVO 1.12.2 releaseRalph O'Flinn
 to find some examples for citation of a GitHub repositories ( ) Dragan Ivanovic https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/247
 to contact for reviewing  and Georgy Litvinov Tatiana Walther  https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO-languages/pull/104 https://github.com/vivo-

project/Vitro-languages/pull/54
 to review , , and Benjamin Gross https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/250 https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/251 https://github.com/vivo-

project/Vitro-languages/pull/56
 to review , , Brian Lowe https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/213 https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro-languages/pull/44 https://github.com/vivo-

, and project/Vitro/pull/240 https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO-languages/pull/103
 to review William Welling https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/241

 to review Huda Khan https://github.com/vivo-project/VIVO/pull/247
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